
Driver Information

DIAGNOSTIC
APPOINTMENTS

A better fault finding service

Getting the best from your car

i

“It’s
like this
Doctor”
When you’ve got a health problem,
a visit to the Doctor for an expert
diagnosis is your first port of call.
The right treatment can then be
started to cure the problem.

Similarly, when you’re trying to find
the source of that annoying “rattle”
or “strange noise” in your vehicle, a
diagnostic appointment would be a
great place to start.

Delivering
your kind
of service…
WORK YOU CAN RELY ON
• Fully qualified technicians

• Latest workshop technology and equipment

• Quality parts used

HERE WHEN YOU NEED US
• Immediate diagnostic checks available

• Fast appointments convenient to you

• Open to suit our customers

TOP VALUE
• Very competitive prices

• Tyres Exhausts Batteries Brakes

• All-Makes and models

• While-you-wait service

• Scheduled and tailored servicing and repair
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Saving you time
and trouble
Diagnostic appointments are short, 
usually less than 20 minutes, pre-arranged
visits when an expert technician suited to
the problem in question can spend some
time analysing the fault with you.

By doing this we know what is needed to cure 
your vehicle’s problem and can have the right 
parts and right amount of time available when it
comes in for repair.

Sometimes minor problems can possibly be fixed
there and then.

Using diagnostic appointments ensures that after 
a visit to our workshop your vehicle will be available
with the problem cured, on time every time.

TWO WAYS TO BENEFIT

PRE-SERVICE
APPOINTMENTORPROBLEM-SOLVING

APPOINTMENT
If your vehicle is not due for service
and you want a fault of uncertain cause
fixed, then a diagnostic appointment is
your best first step.  

You can demonstrate the
fault to one of our experts and we
will attempt to pinpoint the problem and give
you an estimate for the cost and time needed
to repair it. 

If you are booking a vehicle in for service and
want additional faults attended to, check with
the service receptionist whether a diagnostic
appointment would benefit you. 

When the source of a fault is 
uncertain then a check-over in 
advance by one of our expert 
technicians will help pinpoint the 
cause. This enables us to have 
the appropriate parts and time
available during the service, 
to ensure the fault is fixed.

DIAGNOSTIC 
APPOINTMENTS
MEAN
• short specific fault

finding visit

• by appointment to suit you

• fault analysis before
workshop visit

• first time fault-fixing at
the workshop visit
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